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ABSTRACT

This panel session will discuss various issues regarding simulation life-cycle models. Simulation life-cycles models have received little attention, and this panel session seeks to generate interest in this topic and stimulate new ideas for development, teaching, and use of these models.

1 OVERVIEW

Nance and Arthur (2006) state that the usage of formal Software Requirements Engineering activities in Modeling and Simulation (M&S) development and analysis is minimal, at best. If one analyzes the Nance and Arthur paper closely, one also notes the paucity of work on M&S life-cycle models. In contrast, life-cycle models are a subject of considerable interest in software engineering. The purpose of this panel is to bring attention to the topic of M&S life-cycle models. By doing so, we hope to generate interest in this topic within the research, application, and education communities.

The organization Project Management Institute is concerned with managing projects of all types. Their book A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide) (Project Management Institute 2004) provides considerable information that is applicable to life-cycle models. In this paper we are discussing the project life-cycle of developing simulation models and not the life-cycle of the simulation models, which are products. Note that a project life-cycle is different from a product life-cycle. A project has a definite beginning and a definite end, and frequently produces a product that has a life-cycle of its own. Paraphrasing or using direct information from the PMBOK Guide, a project can be divided into project phases and collectively the phases are known as a project life-cycle. A project phase is a collection of logically related project activities, usually culminating in the completion of one or more major deliverables. At the conclusion of each phase a review is usually made of each key deliverable to (a) determine if the project should continue to the next phase and (b) detect and correct errors in a cost effective way. The number of phases is usually small, say less than ten, and each project phase can have sub phases. Different project life-cycle models can be developed for each application domain by how different project phases are defined and related to each other for a project and how the review of each phase is handled.

In their survey of the literature for the use of formal software requirements engineering in M&S, Nance and Arthur (2006) found only the textbook by Robinson (2004) discusses these requirements and that M&S life-cycle models do not clearly specify where such requirements are included. Another important observation in this survey is

The co-chairs of this panel have developed a set of questions from which the panelists have formed their responses in this paper. Section 2 of the paper contains the questions and subsequent sections present the responses of the panelists. The last section is the Summary.

2 QUESTIONS FOR THE PANELISTS

1. The approaches to simulation model development in simulation textbooks and in M&S life-cycle models generally follow a “waterfall” approach. How might software life-cycle models; e.g., Boehm’s Spiral Model (Boehm 1988), or new software engineering methodologies; e.g., Agile Development (Ambler 2002), Synchronize-and-Stabilize (2006) contribute to improvements in M&S life-cycle models?

2. Is a single life-cycle model applicable for all M&S development projects? Would multiple life-cycle models promote confusion and lack of uniformity? Would a “core life-cycle model” with tailoring provide some uniformity but permit differences based on budgets, schedules, and/or objectives?

3. What level of detail should be expected in an M&S life-cycle model? Where is the proper boundary between a life-cycle model and the model development methodology?

4. Verification and Validation (V&V), sometimes accompanied by “acceptance” or “certification,” are activities extremely important in M&S. Are the representations of these activities essentially in a life-cycle model? Should a life-cycle model include the “Real World” and its relations with the “Simulation World” (Sargent 2001)?

5. Requirements specification in M&S projects or concepts from Software Requirements Engineering are generally not discussed in simulation textbooks or included in M&S life-cycle models. How and where should requirements be included—in life-cycle models or in modeling methodology?

6. Some M&S applications involve models intended to be used for decades. Should a life-cycle model include the long term adaptation and extension typically labeled the “maintenance or sustainment” phase in software engineering? Is the proper view one of model evolution rather than a focus on model development?

7. The differences between modeling and programming are becoming “blurred” in both M&S and in software engineering with the promulgation of software development approaches such as model driven development. Is this “blurring” a positive, negative, or neutral influence? Do recently developed techniques in software engineering contain helpful guidance to assist M&S development?

3 RESPONSE OF NANCE

Response to Question 4: V&V are such essential and critical activities that a M&S life-cycle model (LCM) must portray them. The level of detail is not an issue; what is important is to show their relationship to other activities throughout the creation of a model. That is why the “Real World” and “Simulation World” interplay is so revealing in the Sargent characterization (Sargent 2001). An organization dependent on M&S for enterprise management decision support must continually draw on the comparative analysis and instructive guidance of experimentation in the system domain and simulation results in the model domain.

Response to Question 6: Since M&S is considered to be most applicable for large, complex systems studies, model evolution is the proper focus of a LCM. This claim is not to discourage or disparage prototypes and “quick and dirty” applications of M&S. Such uses rarely require the directional support embodied in a LCM; but the systems that continue for years or decades; e.g., the B-52 aircraft, desperately need a methodology and a LCM that explicitly treat the evolutionary perspective. If I may be permitted to plagiarize myself, “Software don’t break, but software does rot.” Extension of this assertion to models seems warranted.

Response to Question 2: Multiple standards are never a good idea. A single standard applicable to all instances of M&S applications is insufficient unless that standard permits tailoring. Note that “tailoring” presumes a core set of activities that are present in all instances. This core set might be small, and might extend and expand through several stages depending on project needs.

Response to Questions 1 and 5: The absence of treatment of LCMs in simulation texts devolves from the diversity of academic disciplines in which M&S is taught and used. Despite the multiple “homes” in which M&S resides, the dominant use of the technique until the 1990’s was for system analysis and acquisition. The overwhelming influence of operations research and management science on the teaching of (and research in) M&S cannot be denied. One teaches and one writes about that which appeals most to him or her. For most of those in the INFORMS community that neither includes LCMs, which are relegated to a project management course, nor requirements specifica-
tions, which are assigned to software engineering. The work of one of my colleagues on the panel (Robinson 2004) perhaps is a harbinger of a sea change, but I have doubts. Yet, the influences of M&S uses for training and entertainment purposes portend a future that is difficult to predict.

The ignorance or dismissal of advances in software engineering research and practice in M&S has already exacted a heavy toll. Concepts and techniques in software requirements engineering need to be adapted and integrated in model development and sustainment. Failure to do so will perpetuate the endorsement of the “simple matter of programming” myopia that should by now be relegated to antiquity.

Response to Question 7: Treating the production of code as the last step in a modeling process is not new to those in M&S. This depiction of the abstraction resolution activities in model development hark back to the 1980’s (Balci and Nance 1987). This conceptual discovery, labeled “model driven development” and subsumed by “model driven architecture,” is the latest technology du jour in commercial software engineering. While some new wrinkles are already evident, the conclusion is not established that the emperor has changed his costume.

Closing Remarks: The creation of instructive LCMs is accomplished through an insightful blending of technical and management guidance. The recognition, identification, organization, and level of description in a LCM and a derived methodology are dictated by mutual management and technical concerns. The extent to which the M&S community ignores or avoids the role of LCMs could have consequences for its long-term viability and relevance.

4 RESPONSE OF OVERSTREET

Question 2 for the panelists stimulated the following thoughts about the use of alternative life cycle models in simulation.

Members of the software engineering community advocate different life-cycle models for software development. The alternatives may reflect the needs of different approaches to software development or may match the varying characteristics of different software projects. Two highly visible and contrasting approaches to software development are CMMI (Software Engineering Institute 2006) and Extreme Programming (Extreme Programming 2006, Wikipedia 2006). Both approaches have experienced wide and successful use; each is well supported by documentation and training, and both have supporters and detractors.

CMMI is often viewed as a more traditional approach while Extreme Programming, easily the most visible example of the Agile Programming approaches, is seen by proponents as incorporating newer better ways of developing software.

This is not an appropriate place to evaluate the merits of the two approaches, a difficult and complex task, but some contrasting aspects of these approaches are relevant to the current discussion. McBreen (2003), in his critique of Extreme Programming, points out that CMMI was at least initially influenced by problems arising in the development of “traditional” software systems. Historically, many early software systems replaced existing manual systems (e.g., payroll or inventory). Users had much experience with the existing system so requirements for their replacements were generally relatively easy to identify. Conventional CMMI assumes the existence of reasonable complete and stable requirements.

In contrast with the past, many new systems provide capabilities not previously possible. Thus we often have limited or no experience in how the proposed application should function. This is true of many highly interactive web applications. Hence providing reasonable and stable requirements before coding begins can be challenging or impossible.

Advocates of Extreme Programming assert that it has evolved in part to address software applications where requirements are poorly understood at the beginning of a project and are thus likely to evolve substantially during implementation. Systems built using the Extreme Programming approach are intended to be “agile” during their development in the sense that as users gain experience with partial implementations of the new system and better understand their needs, the evolving system is more readily changed to meet the improved identification of the most important and most desirable features.

As one example of the difficulty in identifying requirements in new application domains, readers who were developing code during the transition from keypunches and decks of cards to time-sharing systems providing interactive editors may recall how long it took to identify desirable editor features. The earliest text editors were often referred to as “glass keypunches” because the available editor features basically replicated how one modified an existing program deck using a keypunch.

Identifying appropriate processes for use in developing simulations is one aspect of simulation that makes it an interesting problem area. This is due in part to the variety of purposes for which simulation models are built: some simulations are use once and thrown away; others see extensive use over relatively long periods. Additionally, in some simulations, the model on which the simulation is based is well understood at the beginning of a project and model changes are minimal during development. In others, development of an acceptable model is an integral part of the simulation process and repeated modification of a model or its implementation is key to the development process.

A central theme of simulation is education: sometimes a simulation is built to educate users (for example, to assist
in planning by allowing users to ask “what-if” questions, or to assist in training individuals for a new environment). At other times, it is the modelers who are seeking to be educated: they are building and evolving models to improve their understanding of a system of interest. Sometimes the insights gained through building a valid model of a system are more valuable to modelers than the functional simulation. This can be true for both planners and scientists evaluating proposed theories.

Different simulation projects have different software development needs; some simulation projects such as OneSAF (SAIC 2003) involve the development, use and reuse of large code bases (sometimes more than 1,000,000 lines of code). Success of such projects requires reliance on a sound, proven software development process. CMMI-like approaches seem appropriate for projects of this magnitude since the simulation is likely to have a relatively long life both for its intended use (training in the case of OneSAF) and through likely reuse of major software components that are part of the implementation.

Other uses of simulation have different development needs and use of more agile software development techniques seem appropriate. For example, when a simulation is used to assist in the development a new design, the simulation may be discarded after design decisions are made. In a project where simulation was used to develop and evaluate the specification of a parallel network protocol (Foudriat et al. 1991), it is only a sight exaggeration to state that the same simulation was never run twice. The simulation process used (somewhat simplified) was one of continual code change and consisted (in part) of the steps: run the simulation, examine the data produced by the simulation, identify changes to be made to the model or code based on this data analysis and then repeat. The model or implementation was changed in each iteration for one of three reasons: insight was gained into the behavior of the protocol and the model was modified to improve protocol performance (for example, to eliminate a bottleneck identified by the simulation), defects were found in the model or its implementation, or the output was confusing so that code was changed to provide more details about what happened during execution (since either the implementation was defective or our understanding of the protocol behavior was defective). So the ability to make repeated changes was key to the success of the simulation approach and one reason why simulation was the technique of choice for analyzing the new protocol.

While both CMMI and Extreme Programming can be tailored to some extent to meet the different needs of different simulation projects, the Extreme Programming approach seems more appropriate for some smaller quickly evolving simulation projects. CMMI seems better for large, multi-team, multi-site long-lived simulation projects.

One view in the software engineering community is that the various life-cycle models were developed based on different perceptions of the most important risks associated with software projects. It is admittedly an oversimplification to state that CMMI reflects concerns with budgets and deadlines, Extreme Programming with creating appropriate software solutions in new application domains.

It is our belief that since different simulation projects often have different risks, the choice of an appropriate life cycle model for a project should be based on that model’s ability to address the most important risks. Thus multiple life cycle models are useful in simulation; the choice of which life cycle model is appropriate for a particular simulation depends on characteristics of that projects.

5 RESPONSE OF ROBINSON

The primary question I would like to address is question 2. In doing so, however, I will also touch upon issues related to question 1.

We should first recognize that simulation is not a uniform field. Simulation modellers adopt diverse approaches to developing and using simulation models, and therefore they follow (and require) quite different life-cycle models.

Robinson (2002) identifies three modes of simulation practice. The first is referred to as ‘simulation as software engineering’ and centers on the provision of a product, in this case a simulation model. This involves large models, whose prime motivation is representation of a real system. These models are often used over many years. The development of the model involves multiple modellers, developing code in a programming language, whose predominant skill is software development. It may take years (certainly many person years) to develop the model. Verification and validation is performed by the modellers and on some occasions by independent assessors. In this mode of practice there is much interest in model reuse and distributed simulation. Such an approach to modelling is commonplace in the military.

The second mode of practice is described as ‘simulation as a process of organizational change’. In this mode the work centers on the provision of a service, with the prime motivation being to intervene in a problem situation. This involves small scale models that are used for a short period and then normally thrown away. The model is developed by a lone modeller, typically using a simulation package, and skilled in modelling. Model development requires only a matter of weeks. Assessment of the model is carried out jointly between the modeller and the client. There is some interest in model reuse (e.g. generic models) and distributed simulation, but this is only limited as model development and simulation are generally not onerous. This approach to simulation is common in business.

The final mode of practice, ‘simulation as facilitation’, is about understanding and provoking debate about a problem situation. These models could be described as ‘quick-
and-dirty' with no expectation of being used in the long-term. Again the model is developed by a lone modeller using a simulation package, but now with the close involvement of the client throughout. The predominant skill required is process management. The model may be developed in a matter of hours and is validated with respect to the extent that it aids understanding of the problem and debate. Indeed, even if the fidelity of such models is very low, they could still be considered valid if they are seen as useful. Model reuse is beneficial to the extent that it can aid rapid model development. Distributed simulation is almost certainly of no specific interest. Such an approach to simulation has become possible in recent years through the availability of visual interactive modelling systems, albeit that these are still far from enabling live model building in all but the simplest of situations.

Given these modes of practice we can reflect on the M&S life-cycle models that are implied. Simulation as software engineering, as the name implies, bears close correspondence to software engineering (although Balci (1994) identifies some significant differences). As a result, investigating the adoption of software engineering life-cycle models would seem a fruitful line of enquiry. Any such investigation would, of course, have to take account of the differences arising from the simulation arena. Just as software engineering has moved on from the original conceptualization of a waterfall model, so too, simulation as software engineering needs to do so. At present the model of Balci (1985) provides what is probably the most recognized description of the simulation life-cycle in the software engineering domain.

One of the critical issues in describing the life-cycle model in the first mode of practice is the extent of iteration between phases in the modelling process. Such projects are less amenable to iteration due to their complexity. With many participants, iteration would require a large investment in coordination and communication between all parties; something that the more recently developed software life-cycle models might help to create. On the other hand, iteration allows for a less well specified problem and model; something which is beneficial in some environments. Whichever, the benefits of iteration should be weighed against the cost. The conclusion may be that the waterfall model with its limited scope for iteration is appropriate, but this will not always be the case. As such, a number of simulation life-cycle models should be proposed, and their relative strengths and weaknesses identified.

Moving to simulation as a process of organizational change, software engineering probably has fewer direct lessons for simulation modellers. That said, ideas such as rapid prototyping, for instance, would certainly provide benefits (Powell 1995; Pidd 1999), enabling faster and more iterative model development. In this domain, I have found Sargent’s original model (Sargent 1982), as adapted by Landry et al. (1983), the most convenient way of describing the simulation life-cycle (Robinson 2004). A particular strength is the emphasis on iteration and the parallel activities of verification and validation during model development and use.

In the third mode of practice, simulation as facilitation, a very different life-cycle model is required. In this domain the simulation model is becoming more incidental, acting as a catalyst for understanding and debate, but not necessarily deriving results directly about potential improvements and solutions to the real world problem. This mode of practice bears some resemblance to the ideas found in ‘soft’ operational research or problem structuring methods (Rosenhead and Mingers, 2001). These ideas are founded on the following principles:

- Ability to deal with unclear, multiple and conflicting objectives
- People are seen as active subjects in an intervention, not as passive objects
- Facilitating debate around a problem situation
- Acceptance of uncertainty
- Reduced data demands
- Focus on seeking improvements to a problem situation not a solution, since the goal of a solution is often unattainable

Robinson (2001) describes an example of simulation as facilitation. In doing so a life-cycle model is proposed based on the work of Lane and Oliva (1998) in system dynamics. This is shown in Figure 1. The key processes identified in the simulation life-cycle are: conceptualization, model development and facilitation. Under each of these are a number of sub-processes. Iteration between processes is shown through the double arrows. Validation is identified as a continuous process that is carried out throughout the life-cycle, albeit that there is a specific point where validation of the completed model takes place.

![Figure 1: Life-Cycle Model for Simulation as Facilitation (Robinson 2001).](image-url)
be appropriate to all. Indeed, even within a mode of practice a range of life-cycle models may apply. This could be a result of personal preference, the modeling domain or the existence of a range of sub-modes of practice. Indeed, the modes of practice identified are not meant to be seen as discrete, but part of a continuum of practices from software engineering through to facilitation. As a result, I would suggest that a range of M&S life-cycle models should exist and that further, their relevance to a mode of practice should be explicitly identified.

6 RESPONSE OF SARGENT

Response to Question 1: I believe that the development of simulation models is, in general, iterative and as a result “waterfall” models are usually not appropriate. As discussed in the responses below, different M&S life-cycle models can and should be developed. Furthermore, M&S life-cycle models should be included in simulation textbooks.

Response to Questions 2 and 3: Because I believe in the KISS (Keep It Simple ‘Sarge’) Principle, I believe that M&S life-cycle models should be simple and each model should use a graph to show the relationships among the phases and any sub-phases. This approach to M&S life-cycle models probably results in the development methodologies containing more information than those for complex life-cycle models. (I am of the opinion that life-cycle models should be developed first and than the development methodologies developed for each life-cycle model.)

I believe it is desirable to have a single M&S life-cycle model; however, I believe it is difficult to have a single model that is not complex. Large simulation projects usually use multiple teams of people to develop a simulation model over several months and these projects have many more requirements and activities than a small project that uses, e.g., only a single individual to develop a simulation model over a few weeks. Having a single model to handle the range of requirements and activities for the different size projects would in all likelihood require more complexity than individual life-cycle models developed for different size and types of simulation projects.

I believe a simple life-cycle model containing only a few phases can show the “high” level development of a simulation modeling project. However, I am of the opinion that such a “high” level model would not be adequate for large scale simulation projects because it would not contain the necessary phases (and perhaps sub-phases) and their relationships, requirements, and deliverables that are needed for large size projects. Thus it might be better to have a few, say less than five, different simulation life-cycle models including one that contains only the high level phases.

Response to Question 4: I strongly believe that M&S life-cycle models should contain V&V. While at least one V&V phase should be included in any M&S life-cycle model, the methods and/or techniques used should be part of the methodology and not part of the life-cycle model. I further believe both the “real world” and the “simulation world” should be included in an M&S life-cycle model in some form. In both of the models that I use in my V&V work (Sargent 2005), I have the “real world” and the “simulation world” represented in some way.

Response to Question 5: High-level software requirements should be included in life-cycle models for large size simulation projects; however, they probably are not needed for small size simulation projects, especially for simulation projects where a simulation language that has modeling capability is being used.

Response to Question 6: One of the critical questions that needs to be addressed when starting a simulation project is (a) how long is the simulation model going to be used and (b) if appropriate, who is responsible for maintaining the model including keep it current with the system that it is representing. There is the management of developing a simulation model, a project that should have a definite ending, that results in a simulation model, a product. (In this panel session we are discussing life-cycle models of developing simulation models, which are projects.) Whether the model development team is responsible for maintaining or sustaining a simulation model for some period of time or a different team is responsible depends on the simulation project and the environment in which the simulation model is going to be used in. For example, if a simulation model is being developed for the planning of a new factory, then it may be most appropriate for the model development team (the project team) to handle the simulation model until the factory is under operation and then the simulation model turned over for maintenance to some other team (the product team) if the simulation model is going to be used in operations. (See Banks and Gibson (1998) for an example of case where the ‘maintenance’ of a simulation model was not performed during the design and start up of an industrial system resulting in the simulation model not being representative of the system as the system evolved.) Thus an M&S life-cycle model should allow for the ‘maintenance or evolution’ of a simulation model for a determined period.

7 RESPONSE OF TALBOT

I have spent my engineering career supporting the Department of Defense M&S community and have been a provider of M&S products that support a variety of DoD applications including analysis, concept exploration, system testing, and training. The following observations and comments are based on my collective experiences in providing M&S solutions to DoD.
My response to question 1 follows: The waterfall approach described in M&S textbooks as the traditional life-cycle model for M&S products is flawed because it fails to capture the iterative nature of the requirements specification phase. In my experience, detailed, actionable requirements for M&S projects are often not known at the onset of the project. A life-cycle model should reflect the process of gleaning and refining requirements. Agile Modeling (Ambler 2002) and the WinWin model (Boehm 1998) do a fair job at capturing what, in practice, turns out to be a collaborative and iterative process to elicit requirements.

It seems imperative and logical that requirements specification be well understood prior to starting development in an M&S project. However, it has been my experience in the DoD M&S field that complete and testable requirements are rarely well understood by the customer. At the onset of a project, customers approach developers with objectives or goals for M&S products rather than requirements. In addition, customers rarely comprehend the software complexities and limitations associated with their M&S project objectives. Lastly, to further complicate the requirements definition and capture, it is often acknowledged up front that the goals and objectives are subject to change or expected to evolve over the course of the development. The ability to support changing requirements therefore becomes a requirement.

In several successful M&S procurements that I have observed, a process to compensate for the lack of a formal requirements specification phase has been used. It consists of rapid prototyping to elicit customer requirements resulting in concrete customer objectives. The five steps described below are tightly coupled and iterative and are not inclusive of all steps required to build validated M&S products. They focus on meeting customer needs when a lack of formal requirements definition exists.

1. Discussion between customer and developer about objectives/goals/requirements: The objective of the discussion is get a shared understanding of a vision of the end product with an understanding that detailed requirements needed to complete the project may not be known at this time.
2. Story boarding: Taking from what is learned from the objectives discussion, design a concept, view or picture of the resulting product that can be reviewed by the customer and ilicit more concrete requirements. In a course way, this becomes a requirements set.
3. Customer review: Review the concept, view or picture with the customer to gain concurrence that the project vision is on track and uncover issues or discrepancies with the addition of new features or functionality. Form an agreement as to what is to be implemented in the next phase.
4. Implementation: Develop the full functionality agreed to in the customer review creating a prototype of the final product, albeit incomplete.
5. Demonstration: Demonstrate the agreed upon functionality implemented in the previous phase to ensure it is in keeping with what was agreed to in the review phase.

Over time, the process is repeated and more requirements are unearthed. This process requires a regular communication rhythm between the customer and the developers to keep the process going and is thereby reliant on a committed customer. I have seen this process work well with a development team of five and iteration cycles lasting one week.

The challenges in this approach are several. This process depends on an underlying M&S architecture that is designed with flexibility and scalability. Without this, the final product has the potential to fail to expand to meet the emerging requirements as they are uncovered. Focus on the upfront phases, requires discipline in testing. Often end-to-end testing is not given proper concentration and must be accounted for in the overall process. Lastly, reliance on customer feedback and verbal communication to create requirements can be dangerous as compared to basing development on a formal set of written requirements. Tools to carefully document customers’ communication and feedback are critical to this iterative process.

This process is not ideal for all M&S development efforts and I suspect does not scale well to large M&S product procurements. It has proven successful in a number of M&S procurements where the formal requirements were not well known at the onset of the project and hope that the customer would independently refine them over time was nil.

Interestingly, in spite of customers’ inability to clearly specify requirements, I have come across very few customers that require any type of process or methodology for M&S development. Given that procuring M&S products have continued without adherence to an accepted process or methodology, I suspect that even if a process were promulgated and promoted, that DoD would not embrace it readily. In the end, customers are reliant on developers to “do a good job” and I suspect that conscientious developers will employ an M&S development process where it makes financial sense for them to do so. If they can “get away” without it, I suspect they will continue to do so.

8 SUMMARY

Let us first look at the questions. Question one was regarding types of life-cycle models and Question two was whether there should be more than one life-cycle model. The remaining five questions were regarding specific de-
tails of life-cycle models. Each panelist could select which questions and how many questions to response to.

It is interesting that the three panelists who were not the co-chairs choose to respond to only one question and that was either Question one or Question two. Perhaps this indicates the paucity of work on M&S life-cycle models. Both co-chairs responded to both Questions one and two and some of the other questions.

A few conclusions regarding the “answers” to the questions can be made.

- The panelists agree that “waterfall” life-cycle models are not appropriate except in some special cases.
- Most of the panelists believe that more than one life-cycle model is needed. One panelist believes that only one model (with tailoring allowed) should be used. This will perhaps lead to an interesting discussion during the panel session.
- Both co-chairs agree that V&V should be included in life-cycle models.
- Both co-chairs agree that the “Real World” and the “Simulation World” should be included in life-cycle models in some form.
- The two co-chairs have differences in their “answers” to the other questions that they both responded to.

Based on the panelists’ responses, much work is needed on M&S life-cycle models by the research, application, and education communities.
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